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Delaunay triangulations and Voronoi diagrams are
one of the most thoroughly studies obje ts in omputational geometry, with numerous appli ations in luding
nearest-neighbor sear hing, lustering, nite-element
mesh generation, deformable surfa e modeling, and
surfa e re onstru tion. Many algorithms in these appli ation domains begin by onstru ting the Delaunay
triangulation or Voronoi diagram of a set of points
in IR3 . Sin e three-dimensional Delaunay triangulations
an have omplexity (n2 ) in the worst ase, these algorithms have worst- ase running time (n2 ). However,
this behavior is almost never observed in pra ti e ex ept
for highly- ontrived inputs. For all pra ti al purposes,
three-dimensional Delaunay triangulations appear to
have linear omplexity.
This frustrating dis repan y between theory and
pra ti e motivates our investigation of pra ti al geometri onstraints that imply low- omplexity Delaunay
triangulations. Previous works in this dire tion have
studied random point sets under various distributions
[7, 6, 13, 11℄; well-spa ed point sets, whi h are lowdis repan y samples of Lips hitz density fun tions [4,
15, 16, 17℄; and surfa e samples with various density
onstraints [1, 11℄.
This paper investigates the omplexity of threedimensional Delaunay triangulations in terms of a
global geometri parameter alled the spread, ontinuing our work in an earlier paper [11℄. The spread
of a set of points is the ratio between the largest and
smallest interpoint distan es. Of parti ular interest are
d
dense point sets in IR , whi h have spread O(n1=d ).
Valtr and others [10, 18, 19, 20℄ have established several
ombinatorial results for dense point sets that improve
orresponding bounds for arbitrary point sets. For other
results related to spread, see [3, 5, 12, 14℄.
Here are our two main results.
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In parti ular, the Delaunay triangulation of any dense
point set in IR3 has only linear omplexity; however,
there is a dense set of n points, arbitrarily lose to
a regular ubi al latti e, with a regular triangulation
of omplexity (n4=3 ). pTheorem 1 is tight in the
worst ase for all  = O( n) and improves an earlier
upper bound of O(4 ) [11℄. Theorem 2pwas already
known for Delaunay triangulations when n    n.
A key omponent of both proofs is the invarian e
of Delaunay and regular triangulations under ertain
geometri transformations.
Our proof of Theorem 1 is stru tured as follows. We
impli itly assume that no two points are loser than
unit distan e apart, so that spread is synonymous with
diameter. Two sets P and Q are well-separated if ea h
set ts in a ball of radius r, and these two balls are
separated by distan e 2h, for some r  h  3r. Our
argument ultimately redu es to ounting the number of
rossing edges |edges in the Delaunay triangulation of
P [ Q with one endpoint in ea h set. Our proof has four
major steps.

O(r2) ir ular pixels of onstant
radius " on the plane z = 0, so that every rossing
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edge passes through a pixel. Our rst step is to
prove that the rossing edges interse ting through
any pixel all lie within a slab of onstant width
between two parallel planes. Our proof relies on the
fa t that the edges of a Delaunay triangulation have
a onsistent depth order from any viewpoint [8, 9℄.
 We say that a

rossing edge is relaxed if its
endpoints lie on an empty sphere of radius O(r).
We show that at most O(r) relaxed edges pass

through any pixel, using a generalization of the
`Swiss heese' pa king argument used to prove the
earlier O(4 ) upper bound [11℄. This implies that
there are O(r3 ) relaxed rossing edges overall.
 Delaunay triangulations are essentially invariant

under onformal (i.e., sphere-preserving) transformations. We use this onformal invarian e to
show that there are a onstant number of onformal
maps, ea h hanging the spread of P [ Q by at most
a small onstant fa tor, su h that every rossing
edge of P [ Q is a relaxed Delaunay edge in at least
one image. It follows that P [ Q has at most O(r3 )
rossing edges.

 Finally, we ount the Delaunay edges for an ar-

bitrary point set S using an o ttree-based wellseparated pair de omposition [2℄. Every edge in
the Delaunay triangulation of S is a rossing edge
of some subset pair in the de omposition. However,
not every rossing edge is a Delaunay edge; a subset
pair ontributes a Delaunay edge only if it is lose
to a large empty witness ball. We harge the pair's
O(r3 ) rossing edges to the (r3) volume of this
ball. By hoosing the witness balls arefully, we
ensure that any unit of volume is harged at most a
onstant number of times, implying the nal O(3 )
bound.

In the full paper, we dis uss several algorithmi and
ombinatorial impli ations of this new upper bound.
Regular triangulations (also alled weighted Delaunay triangulations) are orthogonal proje tions of onvex
polytopes of one higher dimension [9℄. Sin e aÆne
transformations preserve onvexity, it any aÆne transformation of a regular triangulation is also a regular
triangulation. Thus, to prove Theorem 2, it suÆ es
to onstru t a set S of n points whose Delaunay
triangulation has omplexity (n), su h that some
aÆne image of S has spread O().
Consider the set of n= line segments s(i; j) with
endpoints (2i; 8j; 0)  ((-1)i+j ; (-1)i+j ; 1) for all positive integers i; j  n=. Let S be the set of n points
ontaining  evenly spa ed points on ea h segment
s(i; j). There are (2 ) Delaunay edges between any
pair of adja ent segments s(i; j) and s(i + 1; j), and thus
the overall omplexity of the Delaunay triangulation
of S is (n). We easily observe that applying the
linear transformation f(x; y; z) = (x; y; z) results in a
point set f(S) with spread O(). This ompletes the
proof of Theorem 2.
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